
Retreat Four
DRAWN INTO THE DESERT 

Take a moment to slow down, settle in and breathe. 

Sit for a few moments in silence. 

What might it look like for you to enter mindfully into what God has for you in this retreat? What 
would it look like to move from a consumer posture toward a reflective posture? Ask God what 
His invitation might be for you in this time, then receive what He has for you as a gift. 

The desert waits, 
ready for those who come, 

who come obedient to the Spirit’s leading; 
or who are driven, 

because they will not come any other way. 
The desert waits, 

ready to let us know who we are— 
the place of self-discovery. 

And while we fear, and rightly, 
the loneliness and emptiness 

and harshness, 
we forget the angels, 

whom we cannot see for our blindness, 
but who come when God decides 

that we need their help; 
when we are ready 

for what they can give us. 

– Ruth Burgess, Bread of Tomorrow
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First Reflection  
This retreat is offered by A Spacious Place team member Tracey Meeks. 

Welcome to the wilderness! What images 
or words come to mind when you think of a 
wilderness or desert place? Perhaps images 
of a dry and barren land? Words like 
difficult and desolate? 

Often when we speak of 
people going through 
times of loss, crisis, 
loneliness or hardship, we 
refer to it as “going 
through the wilderness”.  
Most often our response is 
to fear the wilderness or 
dread it or want to stay as 
far away from it as 
possible. And yet, 
throughout Scripture, the 
wilderness is a place of refuge, renewal and 
training.  

In Hebrew, the word “wilderness” is 
“midbar”, which comes from the root word 
“debar.” Debar means “to speak.” The 
wilderness is the place where God speaks; it 
is the place where we hear His voice.   

God used the midbar as a place to speak to 
Moses through a burning bush.  He spoke to 
Elijah in a still, small voice in the midbar as 
well. There is something about the 
wilderness that opens us up to hear God’s 
voice.  

What might it mean for us, then, to 
embrace the wilderness? How does it 
change your view of the wilderness to think 
of it as the place of God’s speaking and our 
hearing? 

Take a moment to return to A Spacious 
Place and view the video embedded in 
Retreat Four: First Reflection. It will be 
important to watch the video before 
proceeding. 

You may wish to pause for a 
moment, go for a walk and 
continue to ruminate upon 
what you are hearing from 
God. Or you may simply 
choose to journal about 
what you are hearing. Do 
not hurry past the gift God is 
giving you through His Word. 

One of the beautiful things 
about God’s Word is that, 

depending on the season of life in which we 
find ourselves, a particular passage or verse 
may reach us in a new way.  

The passage we just listened to from Hosea 
2:14-16 was particularly meaningful to me 
when I entered a wilderness season.  My 
husband of six years, Dave Meeks, died 
after battling a malignant brain tumor for 
three and a half years.  My children were 
two and four years-old at the time, and I 
was desperate for God to make Himself 
known and speak tenderly to me.  

While I had known Jesus as my Lord and 
Master since I was 15 years old, I was 
quickly becoming aware of the vast 
difference between knowing Him as my 
Master and knowing Him as my Husband, as 
He calls Himself in Hosea. 

There is something 
about the 

wilderness that 
opens us up to hear 

God’s voice. 
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So I began to ask the Lord to show me the difference. 

What did true companionship with God look like? How 
could I experience with the Lord the things that a 
husband or spouse provides? Thing like having 
someone to confide in, someone who was my 
champion and defender, someone who delighted in me 
and adored me? 

The wilderness following Dave’s death felt lonely, 
heartbreaking and at times terrifying. As I began to 
offer my unfiltered self to God, however, I began to 
experience a shift in our relationship, the shift from 
God as Master to God as Husband. I began to learn 
what it felt like to let myself be loved, one of the 
crucial steps in transformation. 

Also crucial to transformation, the things that I thought I knew about God were turning in to 
things that I experienced of Him. Things that I had wondered about and longed for most in my 
relationship with God became more real to me, sweeter to me than any other love I’d ever 
known. 

It was only in God that I would find unfailing love that truly satisfies. 

The Hebrew word for unfailing love in Scripture is “hesed” and is often translated as 
“lovingkindness” or “unfailing love”. But those phrases fall short of capturing the full meaning. In 
fact, some scholars refer to it as the undefinable word, because it is so beyond us. So instead, 
throughout the Scriptures we have pictures or accounts or stories of what hesed love looks like in 
action, lived out, with the ultimate example being Jesus. 

One of my favorite descriptions of hesed comes from the Jesus Storybook Bible where it says it’s 
a “never stopping, never giving up, unbreaking, always and forever love.”  

It may be that the solitude of the wilderness is necessary to open our ears and our hearts to the 
tenderness of God’s love, the things we’ve always longed to hear and know.  

Behold, I am doing a new thing; now it springs forth, do you not perceive it? I will make a way 
in the wilderness and rivers in the desert. Isaiah 43:19 
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Questions for Reflection and Journaling: 
 

o Can you think of a time in your life when your “personal wilderness” led you to a deeper 
awareness or experience of God’s love for you? What do you recall of that time? What 
did your experience of God’s love look like? How were you permanently changed? 

 
o In the passage from Hosea, the Valley of Trouble becomes the Door of Hope. This 

implies that the wilderness itself is transformed, even though we are still in it.  The 
transformation of our relationship with God has an impact on how we view the world 
around us and perhaps the world we co-create around us for others. What has been 
your experience of this during this current season? 

 
o Emilie Griffin describes the wilderness as “the country of God’s affections.” What might 

it mean for us then, to embrace the wilderness?  
 

o What invitation from God did you hear in Lectio today? What would it look like to 
respond fully to that invitation this next week? 

 
 
To look further into the practice of Lectio Divina, you may want to read: Meeting God in 
Scripture, by Jan Johnson. An article that explores the deep listening that happens in the desert is 
Retreat: A Time to Listen to Our Groans, by Trevor Hudson and can be found on the Spacious 
Place website.  
 
An invitation:   
For the next few days, continue to listen and ponder the word or phrase received through Lectio 
Divina.  You might write it on an index card and refer to it throughout the day or week.  Or you 
might choose an image, picture or symbol that you can carry to remind you of your word or 
phrase.  Find a way to treasure the gift that God has given you, and watch for ways in which He 
continues to speak.  
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Further up and Further in 

	

 

 
 
 

FASHIONING OUR OWN WILDERNESS: SOLITUDE 
    
If you are continuing with this retreat on the same day, take a few moments to take a break and 
allow whatever God stirred in you in The First Reflection to settle. Again, go for a walk; lie in a 
hammock; take a nap; do something that feels unhurried and possibly pointless! When you are 
ready to transition, get into a comfortable listening posture, ask the Lord for the grace to remain 
open and attentive, and proceed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Read reflectively 1 Kings 19:11-13. Notice what word or phrase captures your attention. Linger 
with that word or phrase and allow it to nourish your soul. 
 
Again and again in our lives, God meets us in the wilderness.  He meets us in the desert. 
There can be many different reasons why we find ourselves in this wilderness type place, a place 
of being alone or in a place of solitude.  Sometimes the wilderness is chosen for us and other 
times we choose it, knowing the power the wilderness holds for transformation. Throughout the 
Gospels, Jesus chose to go to solitary, lonely places to be alone with His Father.  
 
There are things we learn, understandings we come to and realizations we find only in the 
wilderness. Michael card says it this way: 
 
 “In the wilderness, the children of Israel discovered that above all others, He was worthy.  He was 
the Father they wanted.  He was the Provider they needed.  He was the Mighty One without 
whose protection they would have disappeared in the desert sands as had so many other people 
lost before them. As they discovered His worth in the stresses and strains that only the wilderness 
provides, they discovered Worth-ship – they discovered how much God is worth – which is what 
worship really is.”   
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It was the wilderness where Elijah ended up 
running for dear life when Jezebel 
threatened him with extinction.  Could it 
have been that, even as he was running for 
his physical life, he was running for the 
state of his soul as well?  
 
As he runs, he ends up on Mt. Horeb. The 
word “Horeb” means desolate, barren, 
deserted, solitary, lonely. Mt Horeb is 
another name for Mt Sinai.  Think of all the 
things that happened on Mt Sinai. This was 
where Moses had his encounter with the 
Lord in the burning bush and where he was 
given the 10 commandments.  Some say the 
cave where Elijah ultimately found himself 
was the very cave or cleft in the rock where 
Moses saw the Lord’s goodness pass by. 
 
Like Elijah, we all need time and space in 
our lives to disengage from the world and 
recover. We need time and space to 
respond to Jesus’ invitation to come away 
with Him to a quiet place and get some rest. 
Sometimes it is up to us to create or fashion 
that space for ourselves. 
 
“If you cannot go into the desert, you must 
nonetheless ‘make some desert’ in your life.  
Every now and then leaving…and looking for 
solitude to restore, in prolonged silence and 
prayer, the stuff of your soul.”  
Carlo Carretto 
 
“We have to fashion our own desert where 
we can withdraw every day, shake off our 
compulsions and dwell in the gentle healing 
presence of the Lord.  Without such a desert 
we will lose our own soul while preaching 
the gospel to others.”     
Henri Nouwen 
 
 

 
There are many reasons why getting 
extended time away with God has been, for 
me, an important practice in restoring my 
soul. Ruth Haley Barton says it best: 
 
“Times of extended retreat give us a chance 
to come home to ourselves in God’s 
presence and to be with God with what is 
true about us in utter privacy. This is 
important for us and for those we serve. 
When we repress what is real in our lives 
and just keep soldiering on, we get weary 
from holding it in and eventually it leaks out 
in ways that are damaging to ourselves and 
to others.  
 
“But on retreat there is time and space to 
attend to what is real in our own lives—to 
celebrate the joys, grieve the losses, shed 
tears, sit with the questions, feel my anger, 
attend to my loneliness—and allow God to 
be with us in those places. These are not 
times for problem-solving or fixing because 
not everything can be fixed or solved. On 
retreat we rest ourselves in God and wait on 
him to do what is needed and we return to 
the battle with fresh energy and keen 
insight. “    
Ruth Haley Barton 
 
In Elijah’s time of solitude, God makes 
Himself known not in the wind, earthquake 
or fire. Instead it was a still, small voice. The 
Hebrew meaning of the phrase “still small 
voice” is more like “a quiet breath or 

Reflect for a moment.  
What has this looked like for you during 
this season? What has been your 
experience of creating your own desert 
within the desert? Where have you 
gone? What did you do? How did it go?  
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sound”. In retreat two, Daniel spoke of the 
Hebrew word for Spirit (RUACH) and the 
Greek word (PNEUMA) meaning “breeze” 
or “breath”. 
 
Now think about that in terms of the still 
small voice, or as some translations say the 
“gentle whisper” that Elijah hears. A 
whisper suggests intimacy. You have to lean 
in close to hear a whisper. It helps to be 
still.  It’s difficult to hear a whisper if you’re 
running around.  A whisper is better heard 
when we’re undistracted and attentive. And 
as we discovered in The First Reflection, 

God’s whisper is tender and full of affection 
for us. Once we hear it for ourselves, we 
want to hear it again and again. 
 
“For the man or woman who has come to 
know and love the Lord God in the depths of 
such intimacy, the times of solitude are the 
most precious in all of life.  They are a 
rendezvous with the Beloved.  They are 
anticipated with eagerness….Gentle 
interludes with [God] alone are highlights of 
life.”   
Phillip Keller 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Reflection Questions 
o In 1 Kings 19, God asked Elijah a simple question, “What are you doing here?” We hear 

an echo of this question when Jesus asks the two disciples who are following Him in 
John 1:38, “What do you want?” Another paraphrase might be, “What are you looking 
for?”  
 
As you sit in silence with God today, how would you honestly answer the questions, 
“What are you looking for? What do you want?” Be aware of the tenderness in God’s 
voice as He invites your engagement, as He draws you into the desert for this intimate 
conversation. 

 
o Moving forward, what might it look like for you to come closer to hear the whisper of 

God? What might it look like to fashion your own desert in the days to come? Is there a 
church nearby that keeps its doors open where you could slip in and pause for some 
silence, solitude and prayer?  Is it possible to get up early before the household is awake 
or stay up later to find a desert time? Are there places outdoors that draw you in and 
offer a sanctuary of sorts? 

 
As you continue to practice retreating in God’s presence, you might find the guidelines from 
Emilie Griffin helpful. You might also enjoy the article written by Matt Scott on silence and 
solitude. Both can be found on the Spacious Place website.  
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Further Still 
	

 

 
 
 
 
Going a little farther, he fell with his face to the ground and prayed, “My Father, if it is possible, 
may this cup be taken from me. Yet not as I will, but as you will.”   Jesus in Matthew 26:39 
 

Prayer Of Relinquishment 
Take a few moments to transition into this section of the retreat. It might be a good time to 
pause and listen to Etu Finau’s first set of worship music on the Music and More page. Especially 
as he sings, “I Surrender All.”  
 
When you are settled, begin with this reflection from author Emilie Griffin: 
 

 
As we surrender ourselves to God’s care in the wilderness, we often become aware of things we 
need to let go of, attachments that are in need of being released, places where we are grasping 
things too tightly. 
 
There may be a sense of clearing out or letting go of what doesn’t belong in order to find what 
does. 
 
What might God be inviting you to release in order to make room for something else, the 
offering of new gifts or new life? 
 
A helpful prayer in the process in the Prayer of Relinquishment. As we learn to relinquish, to let 
go, we allow our clenched fists to be opened so we might offer up our freshly yielded hearts to 
God.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Cling to the One who holds eternity in His hand. This is the one intimacy of which we need 
not be afraid, for it will not disappoint or betray us. On God we can loose all the intensity of 
who we are, all the passion and the longing we feel.  This is the one surrender we can make in 
utter trust, knowing that we can rest our whole weight there and nothing will give way.” 
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A Prayer of Relinquishment 

 

Today, O Lord, I yield myself to you. 

May your will be my delight today. 

May your way have perfect sway in me. 

May your love be the pattern of my living. 

I surrender to you 

my hopes, 

my dreams, 

my ambitions. 

Do with them what you will, when you will. 

I place into your loving care 

my family, 

my friends, 

my future. 

Care for them with a care that I can never give. 

I release into your hands 

my need to control, 

my craving for status, 

my fear of obscurity. 

Eradicate the evil, purify the good, and establish your 

kingdom on earth. 

For Jesus’ sake, 

Amen. 

Richard Foster 
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To engage even further in the practice of relinquishment, I would invite you to close your eyes, 
take a few deep breaths and think of something you find yourself holding onto that God may be 
inviting you to surrender. It may be something you care deeply about but seems to be slipping 
from your grasp. It might be a relationship, an opportunity, a gift, an area of freedom or control. 
It might be status or part of your surface identity that you have become fond of. It could be 
almost anything at all. Ask God for the grace to become aware of what you are gripping or 
grasping. 
 
[pause] 
 
Once you’ve identified this something, clench your fists as tight as you can as if you are grasping 
and gripping whatever came to mind. Feel what it feels like to try to hold on tightly to it, to feel 
the pressure of squeezing tightly. 
 
[pause] 
 
Hear Jesus’ invitation to let go: “Come to me…and I will give you rest.” 
 
Now open your hands, palms up and let your fingers extend as a gesture of both offering what 
matters to you and receiving something else. Our open palms become a symbolic posture of 
surrender, opening ourselves to the possibility that God might want to exchange whatever was in 
our hands for something as yet unseen.  
 
“When you dare to let go and surrender your fears, your hand relaxes and your palms spread out 
in a gesture of receiving.”  Henri Nouwen 
 
[pause] 
Relax and rest in the presence of God as you reflect upon these words from Jesus. Perhaps 
breathe them as a breath prayer for this moment:  

 
Father, into your hands I commit my spirit. 
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Let’s end this retreat with words from two 
people who learned the posture of 
complete surrender.  
 
Jim Elliot was one of five Christian 
missionaries slain by the indigenous people 
group he was trying to reach in Ecuador on 
January 8, 1956. His wife Elisabeth returned 
to Ecuador after Jim’s death and spent two 
years sharing the love of Christ with the 
tribe members who killed her husband. A 
few years before he died, Jim wrote in his 
journal words that are quoted often today: 
“He is no fool who gives what he cannot 
keep to gain that which he cannot lose.” 

 
Elisabeth lived for another 59 years after 
losing her beloved Jim. She wrote many 
books and traveled the world, sharing her 
wisdom and experience into her 70s. Her 

understanding of surrender is instructive for 
us today: 
 
“Can we give up all for the love of God? 
When the surrender of ourselves seems too 
much to ask, it is first of all because our 
thoughts about God Himself are paltry. We 
have not really seen Him. We have hardly 
tested Him at all and learned how good He 
is. In our blindness we approach Him with 
suspicious reserve. We ask how much of our 
fun He intends to spoil, how much He will 
demand from us, how high is the price we 
must pay before He is placated.  

 
“If we had the least notion of His 
lovingkindness and tender mercy, His 
fatherly care for His poor children, His 
generosity, His beautiful plans for us; if we 
knew how patiently He waits for our turning 
to Him, how gently He means to lead us to 
green pastures and still waters, how 
carefully He is preparing a place for us, how 
ceaselessly He is ordering and ordaining and 
engineering His Master plan for our good–if 
we had any inkling of all this, could we be 
reluctant to let go of our smashed 
dandelions or whatever we clutch so fiercely 
in our sweaty little hands?” 

Reflect for a moment. How did you respond to this experience? Did you discover 
anything that’s become important to you? Spend some time journaling about this. 

Reflect for a moment. If you could have 
a conversation with Jim and Elisabeth 
Elliot today, what would you ask them? 
What wisdom do you think they would 
offer you for navigating this season? 
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We invite you to visit the Music and More page and engage with a video interview with Young 
Life Trustee Terry Looper. In his thirties, Terry was drawn into a desert through an episode of 
disabling burnout. That desert lasted four years, and in it the Lord taught him the posture and 
practice of surrender that has become the daily practice of his life today. As you listen to the 
interview, don’t simply listen to Terry. Listen to the Lord. What is He saying to you through 
Terry’s experience in the desert? 
 
End this retreat by thanking God for what He has revealed to you during this time together. Take 
time to transition gently back into your engagement with activity and with others. 
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